Raiffeisenbank
Mezen Painting
No one knows how or when this ancient art of painting on wood
surfaces came into being. It is only known that Mezen painting as
a craft appeared in the 19th century in the Arkhangelsk Region by
the Mezen River, which is on the border between the taiga and the
tundra. In the past, only men created Mezen paintings. They used it
to decorate spinning wheels and household effects, such as buckets, trunks, boxes, and hampers. This painting’s simple, original ornamentation is alluring and dazzling. The symbols of beasts, birds,
fertility, harvests, fire, and the sky were originally used in cave paintings. The favourite designs of the people of the ancient North were
figures of deer (a symbol of the genesis of new things) and horses
(a symbol of the sun). Drawn in red and black using a special stick,
they literally appear from out of geometric designs. Even the smallest details in the patters — stars, crosses, and lines — have their own
meanings here. To this day, the works of Mezen’s artists exude
goodness and wisdom, making the world around us brighter, for
these masters put their hearts and souls into every piece they make.
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Corporate Customers
The first half of the year was marked by growth in various industries, which affected the demand for banking products in the corporate segment. The Bank continued active lending operations in various sectors and
areas, with a special focus on further improvement and development of lending programmes for small and
mid-sized businesses.
However, the second half of the year, particularly the fourth quarter, demonstrated the negative effects of
the global financial crisis on the Russian economy: sales dropped in certain industries, a general downswing in production began, companies had problems repaying loans and servicing bond issues, an acute
liquidity crisis delayed payments between companies, and receivables grew. All these challenges were aggravated by tightening demands on borrowers, skyrocketing interest rates, and growing currency risks, as
well as a lack of sufficient liquidity in the banking system. It is important to mention that in this period the
state became the main player on the Russian financial market and the primary provider of liquidity to the
banking system. The state, as represented by the Bank of Russia, the Ministry of Finance, and the Russian
Government, increased its influence on the country’s financial system.

Number of customers, December 2007

Corporate
customers
10 447
15%

SME customers
60 169
85%
Source: Raiffeisenbank

The figures provide even more proof that
we chose the right course and made accurate forecasts:

Number of customers, December 2008

• Our corporate client base increased
by 23% relative to last year and reached
12 882 customers.

Corporate
customers
12 882
17%

• In absolute terms our corporate lo
ans portfolio reached RUR 258 billion,
a 22% growth relative to 2007.
SME customers
62 411
83%

Source: Raiffeisenbank
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In the second half of 2008 Raiffeisenbank
launched a plan of action aimed at enhancing quality control for its current loan
portfolio, analyzing industries in detail
and identifying potentially problematic
operations and borrowers, searching for
new high-quality borrowers, and ensuring higher-security lending transactions.
The Bank’s comprehensive approach to
selecting clients and lending transactions,
as well as a well-developed risk management system, have proved that, economic
challenges notwithstanding, the Bank has
managed to attain most of its goals in
a timely manner and with high-quality per
formance.

The expansion of the corporate lending
business and active promotion of liquidity
management products stimulated growth
in the Bank’s non-risk transactions. For
example, the volume of customer accounts
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Corporate and SME assets (not incl. Fl, PUBL)
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Project Finance

22%

As in previous reporting periods, major
transactions made in 2008 have enhanced the commercial real estate portfolio (construction and refinancing of
existing projects).
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Corporate and SME liabilities (not incl. Fl, PUBL)
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balances rose by 33% relative to De
cember 2007 while the commission income from corporate customers increased
by nearly 23%.

33%

The stability and quality of the Bank’s
loan portfolio proved that it has been
pursuing a successful policy in this segment during the financial crisis. The share
of project finance transactions in the
Bank’s loan portfolio has remained lar
gely unchanged relative to last year at
the level of 27%.
Of the new project finance transactions,
it is worth mentioning a few that are most
significant in terms of their structure, business prospects, and business strategy:
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0
Source: Raiffeisenbank

2007

2008

• A loan of USD 28 million to ZAO
Krasnaya Roza with a ten-year maturity
to refinance the costs of construction of
Krasnaya Roza, a class A business centre in the Central Administrative District
of Moscow.

• A credit line of USD 14 million for a term of up to 8.5 years to ZAO Promcomplex in order to construct
a trade centre in Lobnya, Moscow Region.

Structured and Trade Finance
In the last few years, Raiffeisenbank has created a diversified loan portfolio in the segment of structured and
trade finance. In 2008, as in previous years, the Bank actively financed export and import operations
in Russia’s traditionally strong industries: oil, gas, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and coal production.
Along with export and import operations, the Bank offers trade financing on the domestic market. This segment was marked by growing client needs in 2008, which brought a 12% increase in the loan portfolio relative to 2007. Structured loans to transportation companies make up the largest share of the structured and
trade finance portfolio.
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Composition of the Structured and Trade Finance Portfolio by Industry

Pulp and paper
1%

Textile
0.4%
Transport
11%

Agriculture,
food production
6%
Chemicals
4%

Crude oil
and refined products
23%

Coal production
11%
Non-ferrous
metalls
10%

Construction
9%

Ferrous metalls
25%
Source: Raiffeisenbank

Structure of the Portfolio by Transactions
Import
2%
Export
36%

Domestic trade
62%

Source: Raiffeisenbank
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Sectoral Structure of Midmarket Leanding Program Clients in 2008

Transport, storage
and communication
1.7%

Other industries
11.7%

Medium-size
enterprises lending
Provision of loans to mid-sized businesses
was among the Bank’s strategic priorities
in 2008. The Bank continued to expand
its lending programme for mid-sized businesses to cover 40 Russian regions. Amid
financial instability Raiffeisenbank has
taken a new approach to financing of
mid-sized business which makes it possible to build a high-quality loan portfolio
while maintaining the optimum level of
credit risks.

Construction
5.6%

Manufacturing
27.7%
Wholesale and retail trade;
repair of motor vehicles,
motorcycles and personal
and household goods
53.4%
Source: Raiffeisenbank

Despite all the negative trends in the lending sector related to the growth of interest
rates offered by most financial institutions
and, as a result, clients’ desire to minimise
their loan debt burden, the Bank’s midsized business loan portfolio in 2008 was
more than 10% higher than in 2007.

Loans to Small and Micro Enterprises
Loans and services for small and micro businesses have been among top priorities of the Bank’s development.
The Bank offers standard products which meet the needs of any industry and of any company at almost any
stage of development. In 2008 the Bank’s main goals were to optimise its business processes and to create
a framework for further development.
For individual entrepreneurs and companies with annual sales below RUR 35 million, the Bank expanded its
product line and extended loan maturities. Micro businesses received an option to obtain unsecured loans or
to raise secured finance in large volumes. The introduction of the scoring model helped substantially reduce
the time required to approve a loan. Every month the Bank approves more than 130 loan applications from
micro businesses and individual entrepreneurs.
Changes to the product line and optimised business processes resulted in a 21% growth in the small business
loan portfolio in the second half of 2008, average loan amount reached RUR 5 million.
As it continues to offer its clients high-quality service and finance options in more than 90 branches throughout the Russian Federation from Kaliningrad to Kamchatka, Raiffeisenbank has continuously developed its
lending programme for small and micro businesses in all the regions where it has a presence.

Documentary Business
As of the end of 2008 the Bank’s portfolio of letters of credit and guarantees exceeded RUR 31.4 billion,
a 77% growth relative to 2007. In 2008 Raiffeisenbank offered its clients various options to finance the
import of equipment based on letters of credit. These options were granted to companies working in metallurgy, mining, chemical production, transportation, wholesale, and retail. The amount of import letters of
credit grew by 160% in 2008 relative to the previous year.
Banking guarantees for both suppliers of various products or equipment and clients’ customers under contracts of supply of goods or services were in high demand among Raiffeisenbank’s clients in 2008.
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Another rapidly developing area of tra
de finance was the issuance of guarantees to customs and tax authorities. The
volume of guarantees issued to customs
and tax authorities reached RUR 8.3 billion in 2008, a 193% increase relative
to 2007.

Letter-of-credit financing by industry

Transportation equipment
manufacturers
3%
Mining industry
6%
Acquisition of real estate,
M&A deals
10%

Wholesale and retail
trade
10%

Others
7%

Regional Expansion
Metallurgy
32%

Electrification, gas
and water supplies
17%

In 2008 Raiffeisenbank branches continued to develop their services for corporate clients. Loans issued to companies
in the regions served by the Bank rose by
22% from the totals of 2007, and exceeded RUR 106 billion; balances on
corporate accounts opened at Raiffeisen
bank branches reached RUR 25 billion,
a 40% growth relative to 2007.

Chemical industry
15%

Source: Raiffeisenbank

The divisions in Sibirsky and Uralsky Re
gional Centres demonstrated the most dynamic growth in 2008. Their corporate
loan portfolios made up 12% and 14%
share, respectively, of the total corporate
loan portfolio of the Bank. Severo-Zapadny Regional Centre has once again confirmed its status of the most
well-balanced and diversified branch in the whole regional network with an 8% share of the total corporate
loan portfolio and 6% of corporate account balances.
In 2008 the Bank continued the integration process at the regional level. An important step on the road
to the implementation of the integration tasks that were set was the operational merger of branches in cities
where, as a result of the legal merger of ZAO Raiffeisenbank and OAO Impexbank, they continued to function as formally independent structural amalgamations. Last year the Bank completed operational mergers
of its branches in Saint Petersburg and Ekaterinburg, and in 2009 it plans to merge more branches
in Novosibirsk, Perm, Nizhny Novgorod, Samara, Chelyabinsk, and Krasnoyarsk. Along with raising the
efficiency of the branch network management, one of the main tasks of the merger is to make a standard
product line for the Bank’s clients in the regions and to raise the quality of service in the regional network.
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Corporate Finance and Investment Banking
Corporate Bonds
Based on the results of 2008, ZAO Raiffeisenbank was ranked third among arrangers of corporate rouble
bond issues by the Cbonds information agency (the rating does not include bank bonds).
Last year the Bank acted as an arranger of 14 corporate bond issues with a total par value of more than
RUR 78 billion. Raiffeisenbank was an arranger of a number of landmark deals on the rouble bond market
in 2008:
• A programme of bond issues by OAO Mobile TeleSystems, one of the largest cellular operators in Russia
and the CIS, worth RUR 30 billion;
• The second rouble bond issue by OAO ChTPZ, one of the largest tube manufacturers in Russia and the
CIS, worth RUR 8 billion;
• A rouble bond issue by OAO Vympelcom, one of the largest cellular operators in Russia and the CIS,
worth RUR 10 billion;
• The third bond issue by OAO Wimm Bill Dann Food Products, the largest dairy producer in Russia and
a leader in soft drinks and baby food production, worth RUR 5 billion;
• The second and third bond issues by JSCB MBRD (OAO), a universal commercial bank owned by
OAO AFK Sistema; the total value of the bond programme reached RUR 6 billion;
• The only floating-rate bond issue in 2008 on behalf of OAO Severo-Zapadny Telecom, a leading communications operator in the Severo-Zapadny Region;
• The second bond issue by OOO United Confectionary Manufacturers-Finance, a 100% subsidiary of
OAO Holding Company United Confectionary Manufacturers, the largest confectionary producer
in Russia, worth RUR 3 billion.
In the second half of 2008, as a result of unfavourable developments on all financial markets, many
Russian companies faced problems in refinancing their bonds. To solve this problem, the Bank started offering assistance to its clients in restructuring of their bond debts. On 17 December 2008 the Bank successfully completed the first-ever public restructuring of a RUR bond issue — the bond of OOO TOPKNIGA, a value of RUR 1.5 billion. ZAO Raiffeisenbank was appointed the restructuring advisor.

Syndicated Loans
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank acted as mandated lead arranger of 7 club deals and syndicated loans amounting
to more than USD 400 million for its clients, both corporations and financial institutions. While financial
markets provided restricted liquidity for the borrowers, Raiffeisenbank continuously assisted its clients in obtaining financing on most favourable terms possible. Among the most noteworthy deals are: USD 150 million syndicated facility with a five-year maturity provided to OOO GasOilTrade (Tashir Group) to refinance the costs of construction of Gasoil Plaza in Moscow, and USD 70 million syndicated loan to
Nezavisimost Holding Company OOO (Independence Group) financing the leading car dealer.
The syndicated lending market was affected by the global recession just like other segments of the financial
markets; it resulted in substantial reduction in the market volumes in the first half of 2008 while syndications
practically came to a halt by the year-end. Taking into account that the syndicated loans market was
among the last hit by the economic crisis, it might appear among the first to revive following an overall stabilisation of credit markets expected in the end of 2009 — beginning of 2010.
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M&A Market
As per experts’ estimate, Russian M&A market exceeded USD 60 billion in the first half of 2008, which
was twice as much as the figure for the same period of the previous year. However, starting from the third
quarter to untill the end of 2008, M&A activities slowed down substantially due to the growing instability
on international financial markets and limited availability of leverage financing.
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank successfully completed raising equity capita of more than RUR 12 billion for TGK6 acting as a co-arranger of private placement of the company’s stock. In the first half of 2008 the Bank
advised RAO UES on the re-organisation of over 50 regional grid companies during the final pase of the
Russian electricity sector restructuring.
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Mortgage Agent AHML
2008-1
First Bond Issue
RUR 7 930 000 000
Arranger
December 2008

Raiffeisenbank
First Bond Issue
RUR 10 000 000 000
Arranger
December 2008

MTS
Second Bond Issue
RUR 10 000 000 000
Arranger
October 2008

МТS
First Bond Issue
RUR 10 000 000 000
Arranger
October 2008

Zapsibcombank
First Bond Issue
RUR 1 500 000 000
Arranger
September 2008

VimpelCom
First Bond Issue
RUR 10 000 000 000
Arranger
July 2008

МТS
Third Bond Issue
RUR 10 000 000 000
Arranger
June 2008

SZT
Fifth Bond Issue
RUR 3 000 000 000
Arranger
May 2008

ChTPZ
Third Bond Issue
RUR 8 000 000 000
Arranger
April 2008
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MBRD
Third Bond Issue
RUR 3 000 000 000
Arranger
April 2008

Gazenergoset
Second Bond Issue
RUR 1 500 000 000
Arranger
April 2008

United Confectioners
Second Bond Issue
RUR 3 000 000 000
Arranger
April 2008

Amurmetall
Third Bond Issue
RUR 3 000 000 000
Arranger
April 2008

MBRD
Second Bond Issue
RUR 3 000 000 000
Arranger
April 2008

Wimm-Bill-Dann
Third Bond Issue
RUR 5 000 000 000
Arranger
March 2008
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Treasury Operations
2008 proved to be a rather difficult year for both the world financial system as a whole and the Russian
financial market as one of its components. The dramatic fall of oil prices, geopolitical tensions in the North
Caucasus, and a worsening investment climate considerably decreased foreign investors’ interest in investing in the Russian economy. Capital outflow and foreign investors’ revaluation of investment risks in the
Russian economy led to a drop in the stock market’s leading indices. The same factors contributed to the
RUR’s devaluation against the dual currency basket, which reached 17% from September to December,
while rouble interest rates rose several times.
2008 proved that Raiffeisenbank’s conservative risk-management policy was totally justified. The Bank’s
trading strategy-aimed at a lower duration and a higher quality of the bond portfolio, with negligible investments in shares-minimized its losses from the stock market’s revaluation. A high portion of papers on the
Bank of Russia’s Lombard list in the Raiffeisenbank’s trading portfolio limited the growth of the cost of funding that position.
Thanks to hedging interest-rate risks through interest swaps, currency forwards, futures, and interest rate
futures, as well as compliance with conservative interest-risk limits, Raiffeisenbank not only avoided losses
from the considerable growth in RUR rates and kept its interest rate margin at previous levels; the Bank also
substantially increased its financial results in 2008.
Treasury operations on currency and money markets continued to provide a stable source of the Bank’s
income. One of the leading market makers on the domestic currency market, Raiffeisenbank had regularly
played a leading role in this market segment. Derivative transactions demonstrated growth. One of
Raiffeisenbank’s top priorities in 2008 was to develop and promote financial instruments which substantially broaden clients’ options in hedging both the interest risk and the exchange rate risk. In addition, the
Bank had actively offered structured products with higher yields than those of current deposit rates.
Despite the outbreak of the default crisis in autumn 2008, Raiffeisenbank managed to avoid losses from
defaults on reverse REPO deals. Due to its reputation as a reliable bank of importance to the Russian financial system, Raiffeisenbank was among the first signatories to the Central Bank’s agreement of guaranteeing interbank transactions in order to take part in the implementation of federal law No. 173-FZ,
”Concerning Support of the Financial System of the Russian Federation”.
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Financial Institutions
Russian Banks
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank continued to develop cooperation with Russian banks with a special focus on regional banks. Last year, for example, Raiffeisenbank signed contracts with 20 regional Russian banks for
transactions on forex and money markets, as well as on the securities market.
In addition, despite the aggravation of the economic crisis in 2008, which affected both the financial sector and the industrial sector, Raiffeisenbank once again affirmed its leadership role in the arrangement of
syndicated loans and bond issues for Russian banks. The Bank’s clients for structured products included
OAO Zapsibcombank, OAO Krayinvestbank, CB Loco-Bank (ZAO), JSCB Moscow Bank for Recon
struction and Development (OAO), CB Renaissance Capital (OOO), and OAO Etalonbank.
In November, in accordance with Federal Law No. 173-FZ of 13 October 2008 ”Concerning Additional
Measures to Support the Financial System of the Russian Federation”, Raiffeisenbank and the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation signed an agreement under which the Bank now grants short-term interbank loans to a large number of Russian banks.

Foreign Banks and International Financial Organisations
As it pursues a policy of close cooperation with both CIS and non-CIS banks, Raiffeisenbank has succeeded
not only in strengthening relations with its long-time partners but also in expanding the range of its non-resident partner banks. The Bank continues to focus on its traditional spheres of cooperation: correspondent
bank relations; master agreements that provide for various treasury transactions, including instruments for
mitigating market risks, which are highly relevant for the current situation; establishing mutual limits for both
treasury transactions and trade finance.
For example, the credit lines obtained in 2008 enabled the Bank to considerably increase the volume of letters of credit confirmed and financed by prime banks of Europe, the U.S. and Asia, which resulted in complete satisfaction of clients’ needs. Most noteworthy is the fact that, despite all the negative trends on world
markets, our time-tested partner banks continue to maintain their credit lines open to ZAO Raiffeisenbank
and offer favourable conditions in today’s environment.

Non-banking Financial Institutions
In 2008 the Bank continued to develop its cooperation with non-banking financial organisations in many
fields; the greatest demand was for cash management services and placement of temporarily redundant
cash. A considerable number of clients chose Raiffeisenbank to arrange centralised payments of staff
salaries.
In the first half of 2008 Raiffeisenbank extended its credit line to ZAO Europlan, one of the leaders on the
leasing market. The Bank also took part in a syndicated loan to ZAO Investment Company Troika Dialog.
Notwithstanding the current situation on financial markets, Raiffeisenbank plans to expand its cooperation
with non-banking financial institutions in 2009.
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Depository Services
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank strengthened its position on the market of custodial services. According to the annual review by Global Custodian (a widely respected publication in the custody business), the Bank’s
Securities Operations and Custody Service Department won the highest ranking (Top Rated) among depository services providers on emerging markets in 2008-2009. The review is based on a specially developed list of questions offered to depositories’ clients, and our clients’ high appreciation of our activities has
once again proven the high quality of our services.
The custodian’s client base experienced further growth in 2008, and the number of processed transactions
increased substantially. Relying on our knowledge of the securities market and our high-quality banking
operations, we were able to offer individual services to our clients--including structured acquisitions of
large stakes of equities--in addition to the traditional range of depository services.
In 2008 the Raiffeisen Group launched a new project — the Securities Services Strategy. The aim of this
project is to unify the standards of custodial services and asset management in all Raiffeisen network banks,
which means that a Raiffeisenbank’s client in Hungary, for example, will receive the same service in the
custody of the Russian Raiffeisenbank. He will be able to use the same document forms, to receive transaction statements in the same format, and to make payments at the same tariffs. A successful implementation
of the project will improve the quality of service provided by custodians and asset management companies
at all banks in the Raiffeisen Group.
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Raiffeisenbank
Palekh
Palekh is the name of a village in Ivanov Region that has become
a synonym for the amazing Russian art of miniature painting that
appeared here at the beginning of the 20th century. Palekh’s style
of lacquer miniatures was derived from the local icon-painting industry and inherited many of its traditions: the smooth lines, the exquisitely elongated figures, the delicately painted details, the tempura paints, and the abundance of gold. To this day, Palekh masters
make use of the old technique of multi-layered painting. The lower
layers of paint shine through the thin, transparent upper layers. Because of this, one tone spills into another, and the painting literally
shines from within, lending Palekh works a special charm. This kind
of work demands constant inspiration and the highest level of accuracy and care from the artist. Circle dances, fiery troikas, reapers
with sickles, and heroes from fairy tales and epics are all beautifully
composed by the masters into paintings on papier-mâché miniature
boxes, cases, plates, brooches, and hair clasps.
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Public Sector Department
Raiffeisenbank considers cooperation with government authorities and their counterparties as a top priority
of the Bank’s business. As of the end of 2008, the Bank considerably strengthened its position in this segment and was ranked fifth on the market of loans to Russian constituents and municipalities.
Last year Raiffeisenbank took an active part in auctions and tenders for granting loans to Russian constituents and municipalities. As of 1 January 2009, the Bank’s government loans portfolio reached RUR 7.9 billion, double the figure of 2007. In 2008 loans granted to government agencies exceeded RUR 9 billion,
while loans were repaid to the sum of RUR 4.9 billion.
The Bank continues to develop its cooperation with federal and municipal agencies. It works on implementing special target programmes, including in the utilities sector. In addition to lending products, Raiffeisenbank
offers state-owned companies a full range of top-quality banking services.
In accordance with the Bank’s credit policy, loans to Russian regions and municipalities for a maximum
term of 3 years and loans guaranteed by Russian regions and municipalities with a maximum maturity of 4
years are among standard lending transactions performed by the Bank.
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank activated passive operations with Public sector customers, which resulted in obtaining the status of a lending organisation authorised to attract temporarily redundant cash of the federal
budget and government corporations. During 2008, deposits placed at Raiffeisenbank by the Russian
Ministry of Finance as a result of selection by tender totalled RUR 86 billion, and the deposits of the
Foundation for Promotion of Reforms in the Utilities Sector exceeded RUR 12.5 billion.
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Retail Customers
Customer Communication channels
Branches
In 2008 the Bank opened 8 new branches in Moscow: Kolomenskoye, Mytishchi, Moscow-City, Podol
skoye, Sadovo-Triumphalnoye, Semyonovskoye, Odintsovo, Dmitrovskoye. As of the end of 2008, Raif
feisenbank’s network in Moscow comprised 60 branches.
The Severnaya Stolitsa affiliate in St. Petersburg opened 9 new branches last year: Staronevskoye,
Kirochnaya Ulitsa, Ligovsky Prospekt, Vasileostrovskoye, Sadovaya Ulitsa, Tekhnologichesky Institut, Maly
Prospekt, Moskovsky Prospekt, and Leninsky Prospekt. Severnaya Stolitsa is the Bank’s largest regional division, with 17 branches in various districts of St. Petersburg and an operations office in Syktyvkar.
Other Russian cities are also covered by the development and optimisation of the branch network. The
branch network has grown and improved in other Russian cities as well. The Sibirsky division
in Novosibirsk, for example, opened two additional branches, Tsentralny and Studenchesky; the
Uralsky division in Ekaterinburg also opened two additional branches — Plotinka and Na Radishcheva;
the Povolzhsky division in Nizhny Novgorod opened the Avtozavodsky branch, while the VolgoVyatsky branch in Kirov opened the Tsentralny branch. In July 2008 the Bashkortostan division opened
in Ufa.
In 2008 our client base increased considerably. At the end of the year we had more than 1.6 million individual customers.
According to Interfax-CEA, as of the end of 2008, Raiffeisenbank has Russia’s sixth-largest amount of private deposits, and the sixth-largest retail loan portfolio.

Sales Department
In late 2007 we launched the Sales Force Effectiveness (SFE) project, which aims to achieve higher sales
efficiency in the Bank’s network, to change the procedures of selling banking products, to better identify
client needs, and to increase cross-sales. Furthermore, the project is designed to establish and maintain
long-term relationships with our clients.
Raiffeisen International has been running the SFE programme for more than three years, and in this period
it has been implemented successfully in 12 countries. SFE’s methods and tools have led to considerably
higher sales in all banks of the Group.
In April 2008 a pilot project was successfully launched in six branches of Raiffeisenbank in Moscow,
Saint Petersburg, Kazan, Nizhny Novgorod and Saransk. Thanks to an improved sales procedure and the
subsequent growth in client interest, sales of the Bank’s products have increased significantly.
From October 2008 to February 2009 the programme is being implemented in the Urals Region. In 2009
Raiffeisenbank plans to introduce SFE to its entire network. A successful launch of SFE will help the Bank
develop a result-oriented network which can efficiently adjust its priorities in response to clients’ needs and
the market situation. A focus on sales continues to be one of the Bank’s top priorities, along with an emphasis on high-quality service.
The Loans, Investment, and Pension Products Sales Group
In 2008 the Loans, Investment, and Pension Products Sales Group in Moscow enjoyed success with direct
sales of consumer loans (49% of total sales) and credit cards (over 50% of total sales). With the support of
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Raiffeisenbank’s training centre, the best members of the sales group were recruited as part-time instructors
to train others.
In April 2008, members of the sales group in regional branches started actively selling the Bank’s products
and services, and by September a unified regional network had been set up with a bonus plan for employees in the regions.
In 2009, the Bank plans to launch the DSA Excellence programme to promote the sales of credit cards,
investment, and pension products. Raiffeisenbank intends to sell a wide range of retail products through its
direct sales channel.
Corporate Sales Group
In 2008, the Corporate Sales Group continued to attract new customers for its payroll services, which allows companies to transfer salaries directly to their employees’ bank accounts.
Improvements came to the payroll product in 2008 thanks to the ABC4 system, which made it possible to
automatically transfer funds to classic card accounts and offer an SMS-alert service to electronic card holders. In addition, special tariffs for corporate customers were unified.
Payroll Support Group and Back-Office Group
In 2008, the Bank opened over 88 800 payroll accounts. The new division of the functional resulted
in more efficient operations and better-quality service.
In 2009, the Group’s key priorities will be to attract new payroll projects and to increase client loyalty
through higher-quality service and cross-sales.

ATMs
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank completed one of its main integration goals by transferring all of its ATMs to a single processing platform.
Today Raiffeisenbank’s ATM network has more than 1 400 ATMs in 45 regions of the Russian Federation. Each
month the Bank’s ATMs are used to make more than 4 million transactions, 5% of which are payments for mobile communications, television and Internet; the year-on-year growth of these payments exceeds 60%.
A network of cash-in ATMs which allow clients to make instant cash deposits has been developed in tandem with Raiffeisenbank’s branch network. Today Raiffeisenbank has 337 cash-in machines, which account for 25% of its total ATMs.
On average deposits at cash-in ATMs make up 3% of total transactions each month. In 2008 Raiffeisenbank
replaced all obsolete ATMs which required an envelope to make a deposit with the cash-in machines.
In November 2008, the Bank also completed the migration of all sales terminals to a unified processing
platform, which lowered the operational costs of the acquiring network’s maintenance and increased the
quality of the Bank’s services for retailers.

Call Centre
Raiffeisenbank’s Information Centre has several functions. It provides 24-hour card support services, customer support for individuals, and actively promotes the Bank’s products through telephone sales.
In 2008 the Information Centre processed nearly 4.5 million calls, an 80% growth year-on-year. Almost 1 million outgoing calls were made and 33 000 messages were processed. In addition, the Information Centre is
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responsible for regularly monitoring and improving the quality of service. For several years running Raiffeisen
bank’s Information Centre in Russia has been the busiest one in the Raiffeisen Group in terms of incoming and
processed client calls, yet in 2008 the Centre’s staff grew by only 28% relative to the end of 2007.
In 2008 clients were offered the new IVR service (an automatic telephone response system).

Distance-Banking Services
Raiffeisenbank’s official site at www.raiffeisen.ru offers clients both general information and specific data
on the Bank’s divisions, products, and services. It has numerous interactive features, including applications,
forms, and calculators. In 2008 we launched additional promo-sites to advertise banking products.
As of the end of last year, site traffic at www.raiffeisen.ru exceeded 2.3 million hits per month, or a 100%
growth in 2008. Today our website is among the leading banking sites in terms of traffic and bankingthemed searches.
Raiffeisen CONNECT and Electronic Office, the Internet banking systems for individual customers, have
also continued to develop successfully. In July 2008, the design of Raiffeisen CONNECT was updated to
comply with the international standards of the Raiffeisen Group. In October 2008, we introduced a new
”Payment for Services” feature in the Raiffeisen CONNECT online banking system. Thanks to this new function, customers can make online payments for mobile communication services without any fees. In the near
future, the Bank’s clients will have the option to make payments for Internet, television and utilities.
At the end of December 2008, Raiffeisen CONNECT and the Electronic Office had more than 285 000
users. In 2008, over 650 000 active transactions were performed (2.5 times more than in 2007), primarily
rouble payments and domestic transfers.
In 2008 the Bank sent 20 million text messages to its clients, and the number of cards connected to the
Raiffeisen Mobile system rose by 85% to reach 215 000.
The payment system for Raiffeisenbank’s corporate customers (the Bank-Client electronic banking system)
offers our clients a range of primary services. In 2008, more than 7 million payment orders were executed
through the Bank-Client system.

Service Quality
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank won The Retail Finance’s award for high-quality service among retail banks. A rating published by Dengi magazine in June 2008 based on the opinion of ”mystery shoppers” at Moscow
branches ranks Raiffeisenbank second in service quality among leading retail banks. This is a good result
indeed as compared with 2007 (when the Bank took seventh place in the same rating), but it also challenges us to double our efforts.
High-quality service is ensured not only by competent and friendly staff who are in direct contact with clients but also by regular improvements to banking processes. For the Bank’s employees, the last year demanded composure, adaptability, and a willingness to constantly learn new skills as technological integration continued.
One of the most important events of the last year was the introduction of an integrated electronic base to
the entire branch network in order to register and route client calls regarding the quality of service. To ensure maximum attention to our clients’ comments and criticisms, Raiffeisenbank has started to conduct special hearings and round table discussions which helps pose questions from the client’s point of view and
find reasonable solutions.
Clients’ ever-increasing demands for fast, high-quality service and informational transparency help the
Bank not only make technological improvements but also maintain its personnel's commitment to high
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standards and a willingness to exceed clients’ expectations. In 2008 our Service Quality Management
department received over 250 letters of thanks to individual employees of our branches, the Information
Centre, the Direct Sales department, and the Distance-Banking Services. About 200 'Master of Service'
diplomas were granted to employees who are best in service and help to create a warm atmosphere of
support and co-operation in the client contact points.
The Bank held successful short-term campaigns to promote the quality of service in several cities: ”Twenty
Days to a Good Habit” (Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Novosibirsk), ”Ten Days in the Piggy-Bank of Success”
(cities of the Central Region), ”Fifteen Steps towards Client” (cities of the South Volga region), and
”A Reason to Be Proud” (Kaliningrad).

Products
Raiffeisenbank offers its customers a full range of retail products: current accounts, fixed-term deposits,
debit and credit cards, money transfers, currency exchange, sale and purchase of travellers’ cheques, car
loans, mortgages, unsecured loans, investment products, safe deposit boxes, and personalized service for
VIP clients.
Bank Cards
As of the end of 2008, the total number of cards issued by Raiffeisenbank reached 1.4 million–40% more
than in 2007. The growth of the debit card portfolio helped raise the monthly debit card turnover to
USD 900 million, which is 30% more than in 2007.
The total market share of Raiffeisenbank’s cards in retail transactions in the Russian Federation remains at
the same high level as in 2007 — 12%.
As a principal member of the VISA International payment system, Raiffeisenbank has launched a pilot VbV
(Verified by VISA) service for a certain number of its bank cards. This service ensures safe Internet transactions with Raiffeisenbank’s cards using VISA International’s technology, which is designed to minimise
fraudulent transactions. In 2009, this service will be offered to all of the Bank’s cardholders.
Credit Cards
In 2008, Raiffeisenbank’s credit card portfolio grew by nearly 90%. This growth was sped by start of sales
of credit cards in former Impexbank branches in February 2008, and by the opportunity to apply for
a credit card in all regions where Raiffeisenbank has a presence.
A key trend in 2008 was improved quality of service and increased loyalty of the Bank’s credit card holders.
For example, in spring 2008 Raiffeisenbank offered a new option to the holders of its Gold credit cards:
a special programme called Concierge Service which provides clients with prompt information about transport, hotels, restaurants, car-rental services, and leisure activities 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
The launch of the Retention programme helped reduce the number of closed credit cards by more than
20%.
In autumn 2008 Raiffeisenbank introduced a new co-branded credit card, SkyLink-Raiffeisenbank,
in Saint Petersburg and Leningrad Oblast. When making payments with this credit card, clients receive bonuses which are subsequently accepted as payment for SkyLink’s services.
Deposits
In terms of private deposits, Raiffeisenbank has confidently entered the top ten Russian banks with a rank
of sixth place, according to Interfax-CEA. In December 2008 alone the Bank’s deposit portfolio rose by
nearly 18%.
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After Raiffeisenbank’s merger with Impexbank in late 2007, the whole line of deposit products has been
upgraded. Unifying the product range has been a key objective of the integration process.
Consumers’ preferences changed substantially in 2008. While in the first half of the year the share of term
deposits in RUR exceeded 60%, by the end of 2008 it fell to approximately 20%. Many clients promptly
changed their preferences in a rapidly changing economic environment and chose foreign currency for
their deposits.
In 2008 the Deposit Insurance Agency raised the deposit insurance coverage to RUR 700 000. This
step was taken to offset depositors’ concerns, a form of psychological support for clients. It stands to
mention that Raiffeisenbank’s customers trust us with deposits that considerably exceed the guaranteed
limit.
Mortgage Lending
As of the end of 2008, Raiffeisenbank’s mortgage portfolio rose by 50% vs. 2007 and reached nearly
RUR 32 billion. This growth is the result of both the introduction of new mortgage products (e.g. acceptance
of the borrower’s common-law spouse as a co-borrower) and the development of new services such as
a mortgage specialist’s visit to the client’s office, and the formation of a network of mortgage centres
in many Russian cities.
In the last year, Raiffeisenbank has actively cooperated with major real estate agencies and mortgage brokers, which, among other things, made it possible to reduce the term for mortgage application approval.
On the basis of the 2008 results, the Bank held a gala award ceremony for the best partners in all the regions where Raiffeisenbank has a presence.
Car Loans
In the car finance sector, Raiffeisenbank has demonstrated good results due to a wide range of products
and high-quality service, which were well confirmed when Raiffeisenbank was named Best Bank for Car
Finance in 2008 at the Car Dealer of the Year awards. Raiffeisenbank’s car loan portfolio rose by 21%
in 2008 and reached RUR 37.1 billion by the end of the year. The total volume of car loans granted in the
last year reached RUR 21.3 billion.
In 2008, Raiffeisenbank improved the system of interregional car loans and simplified the set of documents
required to approve the loan application. Car loan operations have been actively developing in the regions. In certain periods of the year, the volume of car loans in the regions reached 63% of total sales.
Raiffeisenbank has continued to strengthen partner relations with car dealerships with a special focus on
joint lending programmes with car dealerships and manufacturers. The Bank is an active partner in the special Ford on Credit programme and special lending programmes for Land Rovers and Jaguars.
The main direction of the development of Raiffeisenbank’s car loan operations in 2009 will be an integrated competitive product range and intensive development of all channels of sales.
Unsecured Loans
In 2008 the Bank strengthened its position on the market of unsecured consumer loans. The volume of unsecured loans reached RUR 26 billion, while as of the end of 2008, Raiffeisenbank’s portfolio of consumer
loans exceeded RUR 33.4 billion.
The greater volume of unsecured loans in 2008 was mainly the result of active promotional campaigns
held throughout the year. Furthermore, in autumn 2008 Raiffeisenbank successfully launched a promotional lottery for unsecured loans: a drawing of prizes (microwave ovens) was held every two weeks for
clients who obtained an unsecured loan from the Bank in that period.
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The development of cross sales and products for the Bank’s clients with good credit history was among the
Bank’s priorities in consumer lending operations in 2008. The share of such loans reached 25% of total
unsecured consumer loans.
To increase the quality of service, in 2008 Raiffeisenbank introduced a new, internationally accepted automated system for approving loan applications. This system made it possible to substantially reduce the
time needed to approve applications for unsecured loans. As of the end of 2008, the new system covered
nearly 40 branches in Moscow and several of the Bank’s regional divisions.
Rapid Mail Money Transfers
In 2008 Bystraya Pochta, a money transfer system, celebrated its fifth anniversary. Since it became a registered trademark in 2003, Bystraya Pochta has quickly won popularity among clients. The Bank’s active
position in developing this service helped make the Bystraya Pochta brand a leader on the money transfer
market in a relatively short period of time and maintain its leadership in a highly competitive market.
Now customers of more than 150 partner banks are able to make money transfers in more than 5 100 points
of sales in 1 400 cities of 11 countries. In Russia, a money transfer may be made in any of the 152 cities
where nearly 700 offices of Raiffeisenbank and its partner banks are located.
In 2008 approximately 3 million clients from Russia and the CIS used Bystraya Pochta to make money
transfers. The turnover exceeded the equivalent of USD 1.3 billion. At the year’s end, Bystraya Pochta’s
market share stood at approximately 10%.
As it strives for reduced service time, higher quality, and well-developed sales channels, Raiffeisenbank
has focused on developing and improving Bystraya Pochta. As soon as the first half of 2009, the Bank’s
clients will be able to use self-service terminals of the Bank’s partner company to make money transfers,
which will make the service available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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The Bank’s turnover in the Rapid Mail money transfer service
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OOO Raiffeisen-Leasing
Last year, OOO Raiffeisen-Leasing closely followed its chosen strategy, maintaining its leading position
among universal leasing companies with foreign capital.
In 2008 OOO Raiffeisen-Leasing closed 760 new transactions worth RUR 6.6 billion. The leasing portfolio
increased by 13% relative to the 2007 level to reach RUR 11.6 billion (IAS); construction equipment accounted for 11% of that figure, trucks and cars for 27.4%, railroad stock for 19.8%, and industrial equipment for 41.8%.
The company has a network of branches in Saint Petersburg, Nizhny Novgorod, Krasnodar, Samara,
Ekaterinburg, and Novosibirsk. It has been actively working with companies in various sectors across the
whole territory of the Russian Federation.
OOO Raiffeisen-Leasing has continuously improved the quality of its products and client service by devoting special attention to staff training and development. It is worth noting that the high results achieved by
OOO Raiffeisen-Leasing would not have been possible without the professionalism and hard work of its
whole team. OOO Raiffeisen-Leasing plans to continue its development and substantially expand its market share in 2009.

OOO Raiffeisen-Leasing’s portfolio structure (year-end 2008)
Construction
equipment
10.97%
Trucks and cars
27.42%
Railroad Stock
19.77%

Source: Raiffeisen-Leasing
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Raiffeisen Capital Asset Management Company
In 2008 the Russian investment industry lost more than 60% of assets under management on the back of
a global recession accompanied by a substantial correction of capital markets and massivel outflow of
funds from risky assets. In this complex environment Raiffeisen Capital MC has not only retained its customer base but also increased the number of its clients by more than 20%. As of the end of 2008, the number of Raiffeisen Capital AMC’s clients exceeded 21 000.
Based on the results of 2008, Raiffeisen Capital MC has entered the top ten managers of open unit investment funds in Russia (eighth place in terms of assets, ninth place in terms of capital raised), according to
www.investfunds.ru, a leading Russian web portal for private investors. As of the end of 2008, the company’s total assets exceeded RUR 2.5 billion, Raiffeisen Capital AMC’s share of the unit investment fund
market reached 3.1%.
Raiffeisen Capital AMC’s quality of asset management was highly rated in 2008 by independent experts:
the company was awarded the Four Star rating by Interfax-CEA, and by the Russian investment community:
in May 2008 the company won the Financial Olympus award for Management Strategy. Based on the
results of asset management for non-state pension funds in 2008, Raiffeisen Capital MC has joined the
most successful management companies in Russia (according to www.investfunds.ru).
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In December 2008 Raiffeisen Capital MC registered an increase in its charter capital, to RUR 225 million,
which once again confirmed that the Raiffeisen Group is strongly committed to developing its asset management business in Russia and expanding the company’s prospects on the institutional market.
In 2009 Raiffeisen Capital MC plans to increase its share of the open funds market through more efficient
retail sales and more active cooperation with its parent company, ZAO Raiffeisenbank. The company’s
plans for 2009 include expanding its institutional client base, primarily by attracting non-state pension
funds and insurance companies, as well as enhancing its cooperation with Raiffeisen Capital Management,
the head asset-management company of the Raiffeisen Group.
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Non-State Pension Fund Raiffeisen
In 2008, the worsening of the world economic crisis notwithstanding, the problem of pension support con
tinued to be of importance and attracted the attention of both the government and society at large.
Important events which affected further development of the Russian pension system last year included the
enactment of Federal Law No. 56-FZ ”Concerning Additional Insurance Contributions to the Funded Part
of Retirement Pension and State Support of the Formation of Pension Savings” on 1 October 2008, which
states that Russian citizens/ insured parties may augment the funded part of their pension with both their
own voluntary payments and the payments of the state.
Amendments introduced to Part II of the Russian Tax Code have expanded tax privileges for citizens. At
present the Tax Code grants a pension tax credit equal to the sum not only of the pension savings within the
framework of non-government pension support, but also of additional insurance payments to the funded
part of the retirement pension paid as part of the programme of co-financing pension savings. As of
1 January 2009, the pension tax credit increased from RUR 100 000 to RUR 120 000.
In order to improve operations of non-state pension funds, in 2008 the government tightened the requirements of internal control arrangements and changed the procedure of forming insurance reserves with nonstate pension funds.
In 2008 the client base of NPF Raiffeisen increased. As of the end of the year, the Fund was serving more
than 35 700 pension accounts as part of the non-state pension provision system. A total of 108 companies
(including over 30 international corporations) trusted the Fund with servicing their corporate retirement
plans; 11 of those companies joined in 2008.
In 2008, 315 clients obtained non-state pensions at NPF Raiffeisen. Total pension payments last year
reached RUR 14.4 million.
The number of the insured persons who have trusted NPF Raiffeisen with the funded part of their retirement
pension exceeded 19 000. The total number of insured parties who have chosen the Fund as their insurer
reached 25 000.
The government programme to co-finance pension savings, launched in 2008, attracted 678 of NPF
Raiffeisen’s clients. Contracts of compulsory pension insurance and applications to join the co-financing
programme were handled through branches of ZAO Raiffeisenbank, which acts as a transfer agent of the
Pension Fund of the Russian Federation.
As of 31 December 2008, NPF Raiffeisen’s total liabilities amounted to nearly RUR 1.4 billion, including
708 million of pension reserves and 687 million of pension savings.
In 2008 the total contribution of NPF Raiffeisen’s founder was increased to RUR 243 million.
Based on the results of the second quarter of 2008, the National Rating Agency (NRA) assigned an A rating to NPF Raiffeisen (high reliability, second level).
In 2008 the Fund attracted investments in pension savings from the following management companies: MC
OAO Alliance ROSNO Assets Management, ZAO United Financial Group INVEST, and OOO MC
Кapital.
The Fund’s pension reserves were invested by OOO Raiffeisen Capital MC, OOO MC Kapital, MC ZAO
United Financial Group INVEST, OOO MC Renaissance Capital, and OAO Uralsib-Capital Mana
gement.
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At the end of 2008, NPF Raiffeisen’s agency network had 98 sales outlets in ZAO Raiffeisenbank’s
branches. Non-state pension services were provided to individual customers at 63 branches in Moscow,
17 branches in St. Petersburg, and 18 branches in other regions of Russia. Compulsory pension insurance
was provided through 77 Raiffeisenbank branches in Moscow and in the regions.
In 2008 NPF Raiffeisen worked to develop new customer service software in order to sell pension products
to individual clients in all Raiffeisenbank branches. The software is part of the programmes of compulsory
pension insurance and non-state pension support. It will include the tools for executing documents required
to co-finance pension savings. All the Bank’s branches equipped with the new software will be able to sell
the Fund’s pension products to individual customers and provide transfer-agent services. With the help of
the new software, NPF Raiffeisen expects to expand its agency network through Raiffeisenbank’s branches
to 200 sales outlets in 2009.
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Raiffeisenbank
Vologda Lacework
”The stark colours of a northern winter” and ”the unmelting Russian
frost” are two of the poetic descriptions applied to the snow-white,
feather-light Vologda lacework, whose openwork transparency
is reminiscent of snowflakes, sharp-needled firs, and whimsical
flowers. Needlepoint had its beginnings in the 16th century in Vologda, but lacework as a craft came into existence here at the beginning of the 19th century. A woven ribbon is woven through a thin
openwork ”net” in a smooth, unbroken line, which, without crossing
over itself once, creates a rich, unique design. In the past, village
children began to learn the difficult profession of laceworking at five
years old. The laceworkers were required to have virtuoso control
over the bobbins, as in large, complex works, there could be as
many as several hundred of them. Openwork bedspreads and light
curtains, formal panels and napkins, airy capes, scarves, and frills
made of Vologda lace are reminiscent of the most delicate spiderweb that may be torn apart by the slightest breeze. They symbolize
something pure and fleeting.

Regional Expansion

Regional Expansion
In 2008 the world financial markets witnessed material changes which inevitably affected the banking system and, in particular, the growth rate of Raiffeisenbank’s branch network. Though the Bank’s Managing
Board reduced the number of branches which were slated to open in 2008, construction of new offices
continued. The Bank decided to focus on construction that had already been initiated and to suspend
a search for new locations.
In 2008 the Bank launched two pilot projects in Moscow and Tula. The design of the offices was developed and approved in Vienna. Pilot offices will be completed in 2009 in compliance with the recommendations given by Raiffeisen International.
As of the end of 2008, ZAO Raiffeisenbank was represented in 45 Russian regions by 233 outlets, including 87 branches in Moscow and 146 in the regions.
In 2008 major steps were taken toward developing a uniform opening procedure for all of the Bank’s
branches. This will enable the Bank to streamline the activity of all its divisions involved in common projects,
and to make all processes more transparent and efficient. To these ends the Bank contracted an outside
company to develop a new model of project implementation using Project Server and Microsoft Project.
The launch of the new system is expected in early 2009.
Last year we formed a new team for the Network Development Division to introduce a well-defined organisational structure in Moscow and in the regions. In every regional centre we introduced three main staff
positions to control project developments in the Bank’s outlets: a project manager, a technical supervisor,
and a project architect.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
ZAO Raiffeisenbank, as well as the entire Raiffeisen Group, has traditionally paid special attention to corporate social responsibility. Raiffeisenbank is more than just a major financial institution; it is also a team of
more than 9 000 highly qualified professionals. The Bank’s social responsibility is based on the civic
awareness of all its team members and their internal commitment to sustainable social development. Our
avowed principles reflect real values of Raiffeisenbank’s team.
Raiffeisenbank expresses its social responsibility in following basic business principles:
Business Transparency
Open and transparent cooperation with our partners, clients, employees, and government authorities is
Raiffeisenbank’s top priority. The information disclosed by the Bank makes it possible to ensure fair risk assessment and take decisions on long-term cooperation. The Bank strictly adheres to Russian laws and
makes timely and full payments of all taxes.
Responsible Employer Status
ZAO Raiffeisenbank is a responsible employer for more than 9 000 professionals. It has provided all its
employees with the required social benefits and competitive remuneration. The Bank continuously upgrades personnel training and education programmes it has introduced. In an effort to enhance social protection of its employees, Raiffeisenbank has been developing a corporate retirement benefit plan.
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Support for Vulnerable Segments of the Population
ZAO Raiffeisenbank has implemented a wide-ranging charitable programme on both the federal and local
levels.
According to its corporate social responsibility policy, Raiffeisenbank’s top priorities in its charitable activities are to support the disabled of all ages, to provide assistance to the elderly and veterans of World War II,
to support orphans and provide social adaptation and education services to disadvantaged children, and
to finance medical aid for severely ill children.
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank granted aid to more than thirty charitable foundations, non-for-profit organisations, and health-care institutions in Moscow and other regions where the Bank has a presence.
Among other things, Raiffeisenbank acted as a general partner of the SMS-marathon You Are Not Alone!
The funds collected at the event were transferred to a foundation for homeless children. The Bank once
again supported the SOS Children’s Village project, after taking on responsibility for the maintenance of
a home in the Tomilino children’s village. We helped the Podari Zhizn foundation purchase medicine for
children suffering from blood cancer.
In 2008 Raiffeisenbank for the first time ever took part in the programme Charity Instead of Souvenirs.
Rather than purchasing New Year’s gifts for its corporate partners, the Bank transferred the money it would
have spent to the SOS Children’s Village foundation.
Raiffeisenbank is strongly committed to involving its employees in charitable activities. The Helping Together!
corporate programme launched in February 2008 gave every employee a chance to make a personal
contribution to our common cause.
The programme is aimed at collecting funds for charitable projects from employees’ personal contributions.
Raiffeisenbank doubles the total sum. An important condition for a project to take part in Helping Together!
is the involvement of the Bank’s employees, for example, as volunteers. In 2008 Helping Together! supported two projects; notably, the funds collected for each of them considerably exceeded the required
amounts.
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Support of Sustainable Development of Society as a Whole
In sponsoring culture, sport, and education projects, Raiffeisenbank sees its mission as reviving Russia’s
cultural heritage, creating a common cultural environment between Russia and Europe, supporting young
talents in Olympic sports, and raising financial literacy among various segments of society.
In 2008 the Bank sponsored more than 40 significant cultural and sports projects.
They include: partnership with Bolshaya Peremena, the Moscow International Festival of Children’s Theatres;
sponsorship of the Ranevskaya International Theatre Festival in Taganrog; support of the concert of the legendary Austrian pianist Alfred Brendel held in the Grand Hall of the Moscow Conservatory and the first-ever
Russian performance of the chamber orchestra Virtuosos of Vienna in the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall. The
Bank assisted in the organization of ”Biblical Scenes,” a Marc Chagall exhibition in Krasnoyarsk, and an
exhibition of contemporary Austrian sculptor Hortensia Fussy at the Central House of Artists in Moscow.
In 2008 the Bank supported several youth tournaments in mini-football, competitions in rhythmic gymnastics and skiing, the Russian Championship in speed-walking in Saransk and other sport events.
At Coming Back to Life, the third awards ceremony of the Russian Paralympic Committee, Raiffeisenbank
awarded cash prizes to 12 paralympic sportsmen who demonstrated outstanding results at the 2008
Paralympic Games in Beijing.
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